
Screening for symptoms is mandatory for all guests and
therapists before they can enter the sanctuary space.
Information regarding symptoms and safer practices will be
posted.

Touch-less payment/transactions. Making an appointment will
require a credit card for the reservation. Pay with this card
and all be completed without the need for touching or
handline your card A tip can be added at that time. 

All guests are required to wear a mask. You may bring your
own, or we will have disposable masks for your use. Your
therapist will also be wearing a mask.

Please meet your therapist outside our reception area at the
time of your appointment and brought directly into the Salt
Foot Sanctuary where you will wash your hands and your salt
foot soak and massage will begin.

Only you and your therapist will be in the Salt Foot Sanctuary
during your appointment. One therapist & one guest.

Temporarily we only offer feet and legs massage with your
soak, for physical distancing.

Online booking is available. After you’ve made your
reservation we will call you to confirm and to complete your
intake questions remotely so that your customized treatment
can be prepared before your arrival. You may also call to
schedule, especially if you have questions or concerns.

We have increased the time between appointments to allow
more time for sanitation protocols with reduced staffing and
have added a medical-grade air purifier to the sanctuary; we
have also increased our sanctuary hours to 7 days a week by
appointment, to reduce the number of guests per day while
still accommodating requests.

Massages and Facials will remain temporarily suspended until
further notice.

We encourage guests who may be at higher health risks to
please remain patient during this initial reopening Phase 1,
we look forward to your visit when the time is right.

Our enhanced protocols were developed to reduce risk to our
guests and staff. We will meet or exceed all steps required and
recommended by the state of Virginia and our professional
industry associations. 
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